We propose an instrument to measure individuals' social preferences regarding equity and efficiency behind a veil of ignorance. We pair portfolio and wealth distribution choice problems which have a common budget set. For a given bundle, the distribution over an individual's wealth is the same for both problems. The portfolio choice serves as a benchmark to evaluate whether the wealth distribution choice exhibits equity or efficiency preferring tastes. We report experiments using a within-subject design testing the veracity of this instrument. We find clusters of equity preferring, efficiency preferring, and socially agnostic individuals through reduced form, revealed preference, and structural estimation analyses.
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Introduction
Economic policies often strive to balance maximizing total wealth, what we call efficiency, and delivering sufficiently equal individual shares of that wealth, what we call equity. Failing too miserably in either generating overall prosperity (Acemoglu et al., 2002 , Rodrik and Wacziarg, 2005 , Joseph, 2008 or delivering sufficiently equitable prosperity (Alesina and Rodrik, 1994 , Alesina and Perotti, 1996 , Benabou, 2000 can lead to political and social instability. Knowledge of individuals' preferences over efficiency-equity trade-offs is key to performing this balancing act.
In this paper, we present a new instrument to measure these individual efficiency-equity preferences and demonstrate its efficacy. Researchers have taken multiple tacks to identify and measure these preferences. Our approach measures preferences behind a veil of ignorance, VoI hereafter, and disentangles pure efficiency-equity preferences from those of risk aversion over one's own uncertain wealth. To avoid the ambiguity concerns found in Rawls's (1958) VoI formulation, we adopt a formulation in which each potential placement in society is equally likely (Harsanyi, 1953 (Harsanyi, , 1976 . We take a standard economics approach to uncovering individual preferences. If a decision maker, DM hereafter, is a price taker and technology or expenditure constrain her set of feasible choices, then her choice equates her willingness to trade-off one choice element for another with their relative prices. We incorporate this idea by having the DM select her preferred alternative from a linear budget set.
At the core of our instrument is a pair of standard consumer choice problems. Specifically, in each problem the DM chooses a two element commodity bundle, (x i , y i ) ∈ R 2 + , where i is the problem type, from a budget set q x i + y i = z with relative price q ≥ 1 and expenditure z > 0. In the first type of the problem, VoI, the DM is a member of a two-person economy and chooses a pair of wealth levels, one each for the Poor (x VoI ) and Rich (y VoI ) individuals. When making this choice, the DM knows there is a fifty percent chance she will be Poor and the other individual Rich and a fifty percent chance it will be vice versa. In this case, the linear budget set is a wealth profile possibilities frontier and the "price" is the constant loss rate in efficiency from redistributing a unit of wealth from the Rich to the Poor position.
When this price is strictly greater than one, total wealth is maximized by assigning all wealth to the Rich and none to the Poor position. To maintain the roles of Rich and Poor we further restrict the DM to choosing profiles lying above the forty-five degree line, the locus of equal wealth profiles. Figure 1a depicts the commodity space under this restriction. Figure 1b depicts an example of the DM's choice, (x * VoI , y * VoI ); the tangent indifference curve we draw is not necessary but helps us to set the stage to ask questions regarding her rationality. But for now, using only this choice, what can we conclude about the DM's preferences regarding efficiency and equity? We posit not much. This choice does not reflect her pure preferences in terms of the trade-off between aggregate wealth levels and its distribution because it is conflated with the DM's risk preferences over her own terminal wealth. We introduce a second choice problem, Risk, to provide control for such risk preferences. In the Risk problem, the DM selects a state-contingent wealth profile from a set of feasible portfolios. These portfolios generate exactly the same distribution over individual wealth as the one from the VoI problem.
In a Risk problem, the DM chooses a portfolio of contingent claim assets in a world with two equally likely states, Good and Bad.
1 We restrict the DM's portfolio (x Risk , y Risk ) to satisfy y Risk ≥ x Risk ≥ 0, thus preserving the roles of Good and Bad for the two states. The commodity space is the same as in the VoI problem. As before, the DM chooses a portfolio from a linear budget constraint q x Risk + y Risk = z where q ≥ 1; the price of insurance is at best actuarially fair. Figure 1c depicts an example where the consumer makes a choice facing the same price and expenditure as the VoI problem in Figure 1b .
How do these two problems differ? In the VoI problem, the DM receives one of the two possible amounts and somebody else the other, whereas in the Risk problem, the DM receives one of the two possible amounts and there is nobody else. How are these problems similar? For a fixed price and expenditure, a bundle on the VoI budget line generates the same marginal distribution over the DM's terminal wealth as the same bundle on the Risk budget line. Hence, the choice in the Risk problem provides us a benchmark for the VoI choice problem that controls for the DM's risk preference. 2 We define three classifications of social preferences for a DM's choice by comparing her chosen pair of quantities demanded x VoI (q, z) and x Risk (q, z) for a budget with price ratio q and expenditure z. First, when these quantities are the same, then the DM is not bothered by the societal implications of her choice and we call her socially agnostic. Second, if the DM gives more to the Poor in the VoI problem than to the Bad in the Risk problem, x VoI (q, z) > x Risk (q, z), we call her equity preferring. Third, if the DM gives a smaller amount to the Poor, x VoI (q, z) < x Risk (q, z), we call her efficiency preferring. In the example we provide in Figure 1 the DM prefers equity for the given budget line.
We complete our instrument by compiling forty rounds of such paired problems, where each round differs in the price and the expenditure level. Individuals make choices graphically by moving a computerized slider to select proportions of an amount of money between High and Low rewards. 3 We evaluate the efficacy of our instrument by conducting financially incentivized experiments with 92 students from Xiamen University. Our instrument necessitates a within-subject experimental design in which each participant makes both VoI and Risk choices. The within-subject design paired with our analytic approaches enable us identify of individual heterogeneity in social preference types. This heterogeneity can be misdiagnosed as homogeneous socially agnostic behaviour in population level and between subject experimental studies.
In our first analysis of the data, we evaluate in which of the three social preference categories the average difference between the amounts given to Low rewards in the VoI and Risk problems lies. When examining these differences for all paired choices over all participants we find a very narrow confidence interval around zero. Thus, if we assume homogeneity across individuals then we conclude the population is socially agnostic. However, inspection of each individual's average difference in the forty paired 1 In our experiments we use the labels High and Low reward for both the VoI and Risk problems. For exposition in this paper, we use the corresponding labels Rich and Poor for VoI problems and Good and Bad for Risk problems. We also use the terms High and Low when we speak generically of a choice problem.
2 One could argue that the DM's VoI and Risk choices differ only due the DM's custodial duties managing the other person's risk rather than any equity or efficiency concerns. A number of recent studies suggest that this is not the case. These studies compare the degree of risk aversions exhibited when a DM makes a series of binary lottery choices for themselves and the same series of lottery choices where they and another individual are beneficiaries; we do note the same lottery realization is used to determine the rewards, creating perfect positive rather than negative correlation. When lotteries are solely in the gain domain the majority of studies, such as Andersson et al. (2014) , Vieider et al. (2016) , Luhan (2017, 2015) , find no difference in risk aversion. Two notable exceptions are Sujoy et al. (2011 ), Pahlke et al. (2015 . 3 We feel this presents a more intuitive approach to participants than choosing a point on a budget line, a popular frame of budget choice experiments since Choi et al. (2007b) .
choices reveals large sized clusters for each social preference class. For each of three clusters we estimate reduced demand functions for both the allocation to Poor, x VoI (q, z), and Bad, x Risk (q, z). Surprisingly, a Chow-test does not reject that the three clusters have a common reduced demand function for x Risk .
The classification of three social preferences is not correlated with risk preferences.
Our second analysis of the data utilizes revealed preference arguments, not requiring the strong statistical assumptions of our first analysis, which allow inferences regarding the deeper structure of preferences and the rationality of individuals. First, we find that participants' choices exceed typical standards of adherence to the Generalized Axiom of Revealed Preference, GARP hereafter. This implies that most individuals' behaviours, for both their Risk-and VoI-selves, are consistent with the maximization of a concave utility function. Second, we find that a large proportion of our participants do not make choices consistent with the maximization of a homothetic concave utility function, nullifying an ex-ante concern that our design makes homothetic consistent choices focal.
Finally, we make intra-personal comparisons of each individual's VoI and Risk domain utility functions.
In this exercise we find that about twenty-eight percent of the subjects' Risk utility functions are globally more concave than their VoI ones, thirty-three percent of the subjects' VoI utility functions are more globally concave, seventeen percent of subjects' utility functions are indistinguishable across domains, and twenty-two percent of the subjects' utility functions differ in domain but we can not rank them by relative concavity. This provides a nonparametric classification of participants as efficiency preferring, equity preferring, or socially agnostic, respectively.
In our third analysis of the data, we provide a structural estimation of a two-parameter subjective expected utility model at the individual level. One parameter reflects an individual's subjective prior for the Low state, which under the appropriate restriction reduces the model to an expected utility model, and the other measures the curvature of the power utility function. We find the majority of participants are optimistic by over-weighting the Good/Rich state. The estimated curvatures are generally higher for VoI than for Risk problems. This is mainly driven by the larger magnitudes of the right tail of VoI-selves' curvature estimates. Though highly noisy in terms of standard errors, the difference between individuals' estimated curvatures displays significant clusters of three social preference types. We find seventeen percent of subjects' utility functions are significantly more concave for Risk than for VoI tasks, exhibiting equity preferring while thirteen percent subjects significantly show a taste for equity.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the related literature on measuring individual social preferences with induced budget experiments. In Section 3, we introduce the experimental design and procedures. Section 4 presents the standard statistical data analysis and estimates the reduced demand curves. In Section 5, we present our revealed preference analysis. Section 6 reports our structural estimation results. Section 7 concludes.
Literature review
Recent work has recognized the importance of estimating the distributional preferences of those who set policies and of those who follow them. For example, Fisman et al. (2015) and Li et al. (2017) conduct induced budget dictator game experiments respectively with medical and law students at prestigious universities. They presume these students are representative of future policy designers in health and other areas. In the domain of those who are governed by policies, Saez and Stantcheva (2016) and Kuziemko et al. (2015) elicit redistribution preferences from random samples of U.S. taxpayers. Then they explore how these preferences influence optimal taxation policy. Alternatively, Fisman et al. (2017) conduct an induced budget dictator game experiment with a random sample of American voters. They relate these preferences to voting behaviour and political party affiliation.
Most of these studies use a variation of the dictator game to elicit a social preference measure. More broadly, there are three prominent elicitation methods, each imposing an alternative DM perspective.
These three perspectives are (1) as a dictator in front of a VoI, (2) as a disinterested social planner behind a VoI and (3) as a society member behind a VoI.
A standard Dictator game has two players in which one decides how a fixed amount of money will be divided between herself and the other. Individuals typically do not claim the total amount for themselves and a large literature has identified multiple motivations for the finding. Some studies modify the standard version of the dictator game by changing the set of possible choices to include allocations which vary in both total aggregate wealth and wealth inequality. For instance, Charness and Rabin (2002) and Engelmann and Strobel (2004) limit the dictator's choice sets to a small number of wealth profiles, each corresponding to an alternative theory of social preferences. They establish that individual choices are driven by efficiency concerns as much as equity ones and then propose quasi-maximin preference models, loosely speaking weighted averages of efficiency and the maximin payoff, to explain their aggregate data. Cox (2004) provides a stronger demonstration of efficiency motives with a dictator game in which the two players are endowed with the same level of currency and the dictator can increase the wealth of the other player with a price of one-third; almost two-thirds of the dictators sent positive amounts of money. These studies effectively demonstrate that aggregate choices reflect consideration of efficiency in addition to that of inequity, but they do not provide the opportunity to explore the structure and heterogeneity of individual preferences.
A different strand of the literature examines the rationality and structure of individual dictator preferences through induced budget experiments where participants choose from multiple linear wealth profile possibilities frontiers. Andreoni and Miller (2002) is the first in this strand with a core treatment consisting of eight downward sloping budget sets with prices varying from one-third to three. Over ninety percent of their participants do not violate GARP, as compared to approximately twenty-two percent from a simulation of individuals who simply make choices according to a uniform distribution on a budget set. Moreover, they find three clusters of individual choice patterns: claim all available wealth, choose according to Leontief preferences (which is consistent with inequity aversion) and maximize aggregate wealth. Fisman et al. (2007) introduce a graphical interface allowing for a rapid collection of decisions. In their design, participants complete fifty budget set dictator problems with prices mainly ranging from one-half to two. They find participants' choices are largely consistent with GARP, reflect similar behavioural types as found in Andreoni and Miller, and this is reflected in the various clustering of estimated utility functions in the family of constant elasticity of substitution forms. We should note that both of these two studies differ from ours in that each participant is paid for two randomly selected decisions, once using their dictator choice and once when they are the recipient of a dictator.
A limited number of studies have elicited social preferences using both the perspective of a disinterested social planner behind the VoI and financial consequences. 4 In treatments relevant to our study, Traub et al. (2005 Traub et al. ( , 2009 ) present tasks in which participants rank twelve alternative income distributions for a five-person economy behind the VoI both as a disinterested social planner and as a society member. Both studies conclude that on average the disinterested social planner perspective yields more equity preferring choices. However at the individual level, there is heterogeneity in this comparative static of moving from the disinterested social planner to a society member; about half the participants become more equity preferring, one-quarter more efficiency preferring and the remaining quarter's preferences do not change. Hong et al. (2015) reports on the only, as far as we are aware, induced budget experiment for a disinterested social planner behind the VoI. In their experiment participants are randomly matched into trios for each of twenty decisions with linear budget sets for a two-person society. The prices range from one to ten and the largest expenditure level is over four times the lowest level. A single decision is selected, then one member of each trio is selected to be the social planner and the other two members are randomly allocated the rich and poor positions; the social planner is given a fixed payment invariant to the budget set. Hong et al. find the GARP consistency of participants' choices are in line with the previous dictator studies. They then estimate a CES-utility function in which an elasticity of substitution less than -1 is interpreted as efficiency preferring and a value greater than -1 as equity preferring. They report about sixty percent of their participants' estimated elasticities reflect efficiency preferring.
There is a large experimental literature which elicits individual social preferences from the perspective of a society member behind a VoI. We discuss the two most relevant studies which address the conflation of the risk attitude and the social preference behind the VoI. Frignani and Ponti (2012) presents an experiment in which a participant participates in twenty-four decision problems in which they select one two-element wealth profile from four possibilities. Their between-participant design has three treatments:
a dictator in front of a VoI, a society member behind a VoI, and a lottery treatment where participants only see their own payoff-relevant information. Their analysis starts from the assumption that individuals maximize a mean-variance expected utility function and the variance term coefficient reflects the strength of inequality aversion in the dictator treatment, a mix of risk and inequality aversion in their behind the VoI treatment and risk aversion in their lottery treatment. They find the distribution of the coefficients for the last two treatments are similar and conclude that choices in the VoI treatment are largely determined by risk attitude. They also provide evidence that the distribution of the estimated variance coefficients has a lower mean than those of the other treatments. These results would appear to stand in contrast to ours. However, the between-subject design does not allow for the intrapersonal comparison of an individual's Risk and VoI choices which is key to identifying their social preference. Indeed we also find there is no treatment effect in the aggregate, but that is because the proportions of equity and efficiency preferring individuals are relatively balanced in our sample. Hence our within-subject design, and our much weaker assumptions on the form of utility, generates a more informative assessment of individual preferences.
Schildberg-Hörisch (2010) conducts an experiment in which a participant completes a pair of consumer problems like we pose, choosing a contingent claim portfolio and a wealth profile behind a VoI from the same budget set. However, she only considers a single budget set, which has a price of two. A participant receives three payments; the result of the Risk problem, then once as the decision-maker for the VoI and then again as the "other" society member for a different participants' VoI decision. She observes a difference between the average choices in the Risk and VoI problems, participants allocate more to the poor in the VoI than they do to the Low state in the Risk problem. These results are consistent with our findings, but with the lack of budget set variation there is no ability to evaluate individual-level preferences and the validity of the result is limited to the single price and expenditure level.
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Finally, the Risk problem component of our instrument is closely related and contributes to the literature on eliciting risk preferences using linear budget sets experiments. Seminal papers by Choi et al. (2007a,b) introduce an instrument by which individuals select contingent claim portfolios from a random sequence of fifty budget sets. These budgets sets have prices mostly ranging between one-half and two (states did not have the High-Low convention we adopted). Their study consists of treatments in which the states are equally likely and in which one state was twice as likely. While they find individual preferences are strongly consistent with GARP they are heterogeneous. However, many individuals' choices are not consistent with expected utility; for example not fully insuring when the price is one or selecting portfolios that violate first order stochastic dominance. To accommodate such observations they cleverly use a generalized version of the Gul (1991) disappointment aversion model. Choi et al. (2014) apply this instrument to a representative sample of the Dutch population to demonstrate its external efficacy and find that the level of consistency with GARP is lower than that found with U.S. college students. They also find this consistency is positively correlated with household wealth and negatively correlated with age.
Experimental design
We conducted our experiment in the Financial and Experimental Economics Laboratory (FEEL) at Xiamen University. A total of 92 subjects were recruited via ORSEE (Greiner (2004) ) and came from a broad range of majors. There were 9 sessions and each one lasted around 100 minutes. The average payment was 55 CNY, not including a 10 CNY show-up fee. At the time of the experiment, the exchange rate was approximately 1 USD = 6.2 CNY.
A session consists of two stages: forty rounds each of a VoI and Risk problem. Each VoI problem has a matched Risk problem with the same budget set. We construct the forty budget sets by taking the Cartesian product of the set of prices q ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and the set of expenditures 80, 110, 140, 170, 200, 230, 260} . We index all budget sets by (q j , z j ) with j = 1, . . . , 40, and
) denotes a chosen allocation from budget set j for choice problem i with i ∈ {Risk, VoI}. We develop a new interface to implement our choice problems. Rather than choosing a point on a budget line, a participant selects a point using a dynamic pie chart and an accompanying table which she controls with a slider. To control for potential framing effects we use two frames to describe the tasks. In one frame the slider's range is 0% to 50%, and in the other frame it is 50% to 100%, indicating proportions allocated to Low or High reward respectively. We set a random initial slider position each time when a participant makes a choice. We also control for order effects by setting half of the sessions as in the sequence VoI-Risk, and the other half as Risk-VoI. A session with the High reward framing and the Risk-VoI order proceeds through the following steps.
First, we collect participants' informed consents. Second, a monitor reads the stage one instructions in Appendix A.1 aloud while participants silently read along from a hard copy. After reading the instructions, we answer any questions and then participants have to successfully complete a simple quiz to ensure their comprehension. Third, participants complete their stage one decisions and then are given a short break. Fourth, after the break, we distribute the stage two instructions as in Appendix A.2 and repeat the process. Notice that in this VoI stage instructions, we explain to the participant she will be randomly and anonymously matched with another participant in the same session. Before determining payoffs, we ask subjects to complete a short computerized survey.
We pay participants for only one of their eighty decisions, and we randomly select this decision round after the completion of the two stages.
6 If we select a Risk decision round, a participant experiences an individual fair coin toss which determines whether she receives the High or Low reward. If a VoI decision 
Reduced form analysis
In this section, we evaluate whether participants choose different allocations for Risk and VoI problems.
In particular, we assess whether aggregate and individual level data are consistent with one of the three types of social preferences: socially agnostic, equity preferring, or efficiency preferring. Figure 3 provides an array of scatter plots for three subjects' choices and corresponding budget sets. Each of these subjects corresponds to one of the preference types. Subject 48, whose choices are shown in the top row of the array, is socially agnostic. She almost allocates the same amount of money in all forty paired problems. Subject 4's choices, in the middle row of the array, exhibit a taste for equity. In Risk problems, she allocates a vast majority of her expenditure to the Good state but always chooses nearly equal wealth distributions in VoI problems. Subject 24's choices, in the bottom row of the array, exhibit a taste for efficiency. In Risk problems, she always insures heavily even when the price is high, but then she selects lopsided wealth profiles in VoI problems. In general, most subjects' choices show a clear inclination towards one of the three categories. However, within the same category decision patterns are highly heterogeneous.
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We proceed by providing statistical evaluations of the treatment effects at multiple levels. In these evaluations, the dependent variable is the paired difference between amounts allocated to the Poor individual and to the Bad state, x VoI − x Risk , in the VoI and Risk problems respectively.
7 The scatter plots for all 92 participants' choices are available from authors on request. 
Aggregate and individual treatment effects
Before aggregating the data, we find neither framing nor order effects in participants' decisions. 8 At the fully aggregated level, we find no significant difference in allocations of Risk and VoI problems; just as Frignani and Ponti (2012) . These null results at the aggregate level mask important heterogeneity among participants. Figure 4 reports the mean difference of x VoI − x Risk and the corresponding 95% confidence interval for each participant. We plot these means and confidence intervals by stacking from the lowest mean to the highest and then capping the stack with the mean and confidence interval for the aggregate data. This figure allows us to identify three clusters of individuals. First, there are 51 participants who we can not reject as socially agnostic as their confidence intervals straddle zero. This cluster includes both those who are truly socially agnostic and those for whom this hypothesis test result is a type two error; their unconditional choices have too much variation to precisely measure their non-zero mean. For now, we proceed to label this cluster as socially agnostic. Second, there are 24 participants whose confidence intervals lie above zero. This is evidence for equity-preferring, and we label this cluster Equity. Third, there is a cluster of 17 participants whose confidence intervals lie below zero. These participants' choices provide evidence for efficiency-preferring and we label this group Efficiency. 
Reduced form demand estimation
We estimate reduced form demand functions for the Bad/Poor allocation for each of the three groupings -Equity, Agnostic, and Efficiency. We then run a second set of models in which we add a dummy variable D p=1 for the price when it equals one. For such choice problems, the price of insurance is actuarial fair in the Risk treatment and there are one-for-one wealth transfers between rich and poor, ergo aggregate wealth is constant, in the VoI treatment. We speculate that behavior takes an abrupt change at this price. This speculation is justified as the intercept terms are greatly reduced, price coefficients more reasonable, and the new coefficients are highly significant for all three groupings. We proceed using the results of this second set of models.
There is evidence that individuals' risk preferences are uncorrelated with their efficiency-equity preferences. Inspection of the estimated coefficients for the Risk treatment shows that they are very close in value for the three sub-groupings of social preferences. We conduct an F -test to evaluate the joint null hypothesis that the three groups' reduced demand functions in the Risk treatment are the same.
We fail to reject this null with an F -statistic of 11.79, which is asymptotically χ 2 distributed with eight Figure 4: The mean and 95% confidence intervals of the paired difference between Poor and Bad state allocations, x VoI (q, z) − x Risk (q, z), for each participant. These confidence intervals are calculated based on paired t-tests for each individual. We stack them from the lowest mean to the highest. The confidence interval for the aggregate data is then stacked at the top.
degrees of freedom and has a p-value of 0.16. This implies that there is no correlation between the social preference categorization and the attitude towards risk.
The coefficients of the Risk demand functions are sensible. Increasing the price of the Bad-state contingent claim by one dollar leads a strong re-balancing of portfolios towards more wealth in the Good-state. Expenditure coefficient estimates also suggest that for every increase of 30, our expenditure step size, only 6 will be used to purchase Bad-state contingent claims and 24 will be added to the Good-state component of the portfolio.
There are notable differences between the estimated VoI demand curves of the Efficiency and Equity groups. First, and almost inevitable given the construction of the sub-samples, the price intercept is greater for the Equity group's VoI demand relative to that of the Efficiency group. Surprisingly when we fix expenditure, the Efficiency group's VoI demand curve is less price sensitive than the Equity group's one. However, when expenditure increases the Equity group's generosity increases at a greater rate than the Efficiency group's. With an expenditure step of 30, the Equity group uses about 7.2 to create a transfer to the Poor, while the Efficiency group uses only 4.2.
The statistical analyses show that there are roughly three types of social preference categories. However, even within the same type, especially the Agnostic type, there is a large variation in individual choices. For some subjects, their confidence intervals are quite narrow and we may safely categorize them as socially agnostic. However, many subjects' mean choice differences are consistent with one type but are erroneously classified as socially agnostic due to their wide confidence interval. Some subjects may respond more strongly to expenditure variations or to price variations leading to these wider confidence intervals. To better capture these latent structures, and avoid the myriad of other questionable assumptions underlying these analyses, we utilize nonparametric revealed preference techniques in Section 5 below.
Nonparametric analysis
We readdress how effectively our instrument elicits efficiency-equity preferences using nonparametric revealed preference techniques. We first test whether participants' choices, made by both Risk-and VoI-selves, are rational in terms of maximizing a monotonic and concave utility function, and if so, whether that function is homothetic. We also check the power of our experimental design and compare it with the power of other induced budget experiments. We then evaluate the relative concavity of each participant's VoI and Risk utility functions and classify participants into different social preference types.
Testing rationality and homotheticity
We test consistency of each participant's choices with GARP to address the question of rationality.
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For price taking DMs and linear budget sets, Afriat (1967) and Varian (1982) show that satisfying GARP is both a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a continuous, monotonic, and concave utility function that is maximized by the observed choices. This condition imposes no parametric 11 In our experiment, when a DM chooses (x j , y j ) from a budget with price q j and expenditure z j she directly reveals that she prefers (x j , y j ) over all other (x k , y k ) for which q j x k + y k ≤ z j . If the inequality is strict (i.e., q j x k + y k < z j ) we say that (x j , y j ) is strictly directly revealed preferred over (x k , y k ). Furthermore, if she chooses (x k , y k ) from the budget with q k and z k , she indirectly reveals that she also prefers (x j , y j ) to all bundles affordable under q k and z k . This is how the indirect revealed preference relation is constructed through the transitive closure of the direct revealed preference relation. GARP states that if a choice (x j , y j ) is (directly or indirectly) revealed preferred to a choice (x k , y k ), then (x k , y k ) must not be strictly directly revealed preferred to (x j , y j ). Varian (1982) shows that GARP is equivalent to the existence of a continuous, monotonic, and concave utility function u which rationalizes the choices, that is, u(x j , y j ) ≥ u(x, y) whenever (x j , y j ) is revealed preferred over (x, y). structure on choice data and is easily testable based on implicit revealed preference relationships. It is a commonly employed test for induced budget experiments.
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It is common to find GARP violations in choice data. In response, researchers have proposed various ways to measures the extent choices violate GARP. Afriat (1967) propose the Critical Cost Efficiency Index (CCEI), the minimum scalar multiplier one needs to apply to the set of expenditure levels to resolve all GARP violations of a DM. The CCEI is bounded between zero and one. The higher the CCEI of a DM's choices, the more rational she is.
13 The CCEI can be interpreted as a measure for wasted income:
A DM with a CCEI of e could have obtained the same level of utility by spending only a fraction of e of what she actually spent to obtain that level of utility.
We also test choices for consistency with maximizing an increasing homothetic utility function.
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We do this for two reasons. First, while we believe making allocation choices via a dynamic pie chart is more intuitive than via a graphed budget line, it potentially makes two decision heuristics focal:
constant High/Low pie shares and constant budget shares.
15 When a DM uses either heuristic, her choices necessarily satisfy GARP. Second, it is an important validation check when one estimates homothetic utility functions using data from induced budget experiments. For example, Andreoni and Miller (2002) and Fisman et al. (2007) While efficiency indices have appealing interpretations, there is no natural scale to measure irrationality.
When a DM makes "errors," her efficiency level will depend on the number of budget sets and the variations in both price and expenditure. Bronars (1987) suggests an exercise that simultaneously provides a measure of power for a sequence of linear budget sets and benchmarks for alternative rationality thresholds for an efficiency index. One simulates a large number of DM choice sequences -we will use around 10,000
-in which each choice is a random draw from the uniform distribution over the budget line. Then one constructs an empirical density of the resulting efficiency indices. For a given rationality threshold, the proportion of simulated sequences exceeding is a measure of the corresponding power. Also, the densities of indices from the simulated data serve as benchmarks for those of actual DMs. We report two power calculations: one using uniform random draws from budget lines, and another using uniform draws restricted to the part of the budget above the 45 • line. The latter restriction mimics the restriction imposed on the participants in our experiment.
Rationality results and comparisons with other studies
We now present the results for rationality checks and the power of our experimental design, and compare these with various induced budget experiments.
12 Some notable examples are Cox (1997) , Sippel (1997) , Harbaugh et al. (2001) , Andreoni and Miller (2002) . A recent theoretical justification for the validity of using experiments to test utility maximization via GARP was provided by van Bruggen and Heufer (2017) . 13 We say that (x j , y j ) is directly revealed preferred over (x k , y k ) at efficiency level e if q j x k + y k ≤ e z j , where e ∈ [0, 1]. GARP at efficiency level e can be defined accordingly. The CCEI of an individual is the greatest efficiency level e at which that individual's choices satisfy GARP.
14 A utility function is homothetic if it is a positive monotonic transformation of a utility function that is homogeneous of degree one.
15 Choices made according to a constant High/Low pie share heuristic lie on a single ray through the origin. Choices made using a constant budget shares heuristic lie on a family of rays through the origin, each ray corresponding to a particular price ratio.
16 PHARP states that for any distinct pair of choices, indexed by j and k, (q j x k + y k ) (q k x j + y j ) ≥ z j z k holds. 
Rationality and homotheticity of participants' choices

The power of the collection of linear budget sets
We report on the distributions of the two efficiency indices generated by Bronars's suggested simulationadjusted for the budget sets of our instrument. These distributions provide more context to our claims of high rationality and an evaluation of the power of our linear budget sets. The third row of Table 3 reports summary statistics for the distributions of CCEIs and HEIs generated by simulated choices. These values are strikingly lower than those for the Risk and VoI problems. The simulated HEI rarely exceed any of our benchmark thresholds. In the fourth row we report the same summary statistics for simulations of random draws from a uniform distribution over the portion of the budget line above the 45 • line. There is little evidence of this censoring leading to critically low test power, except perhaps for the CCEI at the 80% benchmark. We confidently rule out the possibility of random behaviour generating the observed high consistency levels.
17 For each treatment, there are 780 pairs of such choices. 18 We do not report violation counts for PHARP as it only considers pairwise violations; a count of violations is therefore not comparable to a count of GARP violations.
19 There is no consensus in the literature regarding the thresholds for efficiency indices. For example, Andreoni and Miller (2002) uses a CCEI threshold of 0.95 for their dictator game with eight budgets, while Fisman et al. (2007) omit participants with a CCEI below 0.8 from further analysis in their dictator game with fifty budgets. (Fisman et al., 2007) , AM (Andreoni and Miller, 2002) , CFGK (Choi et al., 2007a) and CKMS (Choi et al., 2014) .
Test power and efficiency levels compared to other experiments
We compare our efficiency indices and corresponding power assessments with those of other similar budget experiments, namely the decision under risk studies of Choi et al. (2007a; CFGK) and Choi et al. (2014;  CKMS) as well as the dictator studies of Andreoni and Miller (2002; AM) and Fisman et al. (2007; FKM) . These experiments, including ours, differ in the subject pool, the number of budgets, and the price and expenditure variations; all of which may affect economic indices and test powers. In particular, our experiment restricts participants' choices to be above the 45
• line, which may deprive chances of violating GARP and PHARP and thus result in higher indices. To better evaluate this concern, we also additionally impose similar restrictions to the data of CFGK and CKMS. Note that CFGK considers two different priors on the Good state of the world; probabilities 2 ⁄3 and 1 ⁄2. We only include data on the latter in our analysis. Further note that in CFGK and CKMS either good could be the cheaper one, while in our framework, good x is never cheaper than y. Accordingly we first transform CFGK's and CKMS's data by labeling the cheaper good as y. We then censor choices below the 45 • line by replacing them with a choice on the 45
• line, thereby "correcting" choices that violate first order stochastic dominance (FOSD).
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Overall our experiment's power and participant's rationality are in line with these other experiments.
With respect to the choice under risk studies, inspection of the middle rows of Table 3 reveals our participants' CCEIs are slightly higher for the mean, median and all threshold levels when compared to the original CFGK and CKMS data, and slightly lower when compared to the censored data. As we ex-ante believed our design would nudge participants to be more homothetic, is it somewhat surprising that our participants do not universally exhibit higher homothetic efficiency; the differences are relatively minor. The power of all of these designs is generally very high.
The results for the two dictator games are quite different due to the large difference in the number of budgets; FKM asked participants to make 50 choices, while AM's participants only made 8 choices.
Accordingly, for the CCEI, the results for FKM are similar to our results for the VoI part. With respect to the HEI, our participants do considerably worse. Part of the reason is that many participants in dictator games keep all or almost all of the money to themselves which reduces the chance of violating PHARP. Our participants have lower efficiency compared with AM, which can be explained by the fact that the power of our experiment is substantially greater.
The relative convexity of Risk-self versus VoI-self preferences
We return to the idea of classifying individual participants' social preferences into the categories of equity preferring, efficiency preferring, and socially agnostic. We refine these classifications based on a non-parametric approach proposed by Heufer (2014) . This approach allows the evaluation of the relative global convexity of two families of indifference curves when each is used to generate optimal choices against the same budget sets. We use this approach to evaluate the relative convexity of the family of indifference curves -i.e. concavity of the utility function -for each participants' Risk-and VoI-selves.
Note that the more concave a DM's Risk-self utility function is relative to that of her VoI-self, the smaller the difference between her allocation to the Poor individual in a VoI problem and her allocation to the Bad state in a Risk problem when facing the same budget set.
Application of this approach requires an additional rationality condition on a set of linear budget set choices: a DM's choices need to be consistent with second order stochastic dominance (SOSD). A lottery (wealth profile) A has SOSD over a lottery (wealth profile) B if and only if every expected (average) utility maximizer prefers A over B (Hadar and Russell, 1969) . A DM's choices are consistent with SOSD if B is never revealed preferred over A whenever A has second order stochastic dominance over B.
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We check each of our participant's choices, by problem type, for consistency with SOSD-GARP and compute the SOSD-CCEI as defined by Heufer (2014) , which are the SOSD analogies to GARP and the CCEI. We find that 11 (9) subjects in the Lottery (VoI) treatment satisfy SOSD-GARP compared to 12 (11) subjects who satisfy GARP. The SOSD-CCEI values are exactly the same as the CCEI values for all but three subjects who satisfy GARP but not SOSD in one of problem types. This is not surprising as subjects were required to make choices above the forty-five degree line, making it difficult to violate stochastic dominance without also violating GARP. As in Heufer (2014) we use efficiency-adjusted revealed preference relations in order to meet the condition.
The key concept for our approach is a revealed binary relation we call Partially Revealed More Convex (PRMC), where convex refers to the shape of the indifference curves. 22 We say a DM is Risk-PRMC at an observed Risk choice, denoted A, if there exists at least one allocation, denoted B, from the DM's set of VoI choices such that (i) the DM's expected wealth level from the wealth profile B is higher than her expected wealth of A;
(ii) A is revealed preferred to B by the Risk-self;
(iii) B is revealed preferred to A by the VoI-self; and, (iv) at least one of those two revealed preference relations is strict.
VoI-PRMC is analogously defined.
A DM's Risk-self prefers A over B even though B has a higher expected value supposedly because B is too risky for the DM's Risk-self. In other words, compared to the Risk-self, the VoI-self is "more risk-seeking" since she is willing to accept a "more risky lottery" that delivers a higher aggregate wealth (i.e., is more efficient) and this extra "risk-seeking" component reflects a taste for efficiency. Therefore, passing the Risk-PRMC test at A establishes that the indifference curve of DM's VoI-self is more convex than that of her Risk-self at A. The test for VoI-PRMC is analogously defined. If a DM passes the VoI-PRMC test at an observed choice from a VoI problem, her VoI-self is willing to take a more equal but less efficient allocation than her Risk-self, and therefore the indifference curve for Risk-self is more convex at this particular choice.
For each participant we test eighty PRMC relations, forty each for Risk and VoI choices. Each test result is an observation-specific binary indicator, which jointly provides us a global picture of the relative convexity of Risk and VoI-self's preferences. We impose the most strict requirement on these 80 test results and refine our social preference classifications into four categories:
(i) unorderable: both Risk-PRMC and VoI-PRMC hold at least once;
(ii) efficiency-preferring: Risk-PRMC holds at least once while VoI-PRMC never holds;
(iii) equity-preferring: VoI-PRMC holds at least once while Risk-PRMC never holds;
(iv) socially agnostic: both Risk-PRMC and VoI-PRMC never hold.
In three out of the four cases, we reach a definitive conclusion about a DM's global social preference implied by a straightforward reinterpretation of Theorem 3 in Heufer (2014) . Case (i) is the inconclusive one in which we can conclude a DM's Risk-self and VoI-self utility functions are distinct but there is no global relative rank of their concavities. In case (ii) the DM's Risk-self choices can be represented by a more concave utility function than the VoI-self choices but not vice versa. Case (iii) is the reverse. Case (iv) implies that the same utility function can represent both selves. participants in the group of efficiency-preferring and equity-preferring largely overlap. However, the revealed preference approach allowed us to refine many of the those who we labeled as socially agnostic into a pair of clusters: those who are socially agnostic and those having a social preference which is not globally consistent with respect to trade-offs between efficiency and equity. Thus, we provide some resolution to the issue of identifying those individuals for whom the difference between their Bad and Poor quantities demanded is zero from those individuals for whom the difference is not zero but the sign differs by budget sets -and is a possible source of the instances of wide confidence intervals around zero in Figure 4 . 
Structural equation estimation and analysis
Estimates of structural utility models are useful in counter-factual policy analysis when the assumed utility model accurately approximates DMs' preferences. In this section, we measure the efficiency-equity trade-offs through a parametric approach. We estimate a two-parameter subjective expected utility model for each participant. One parameter reflects the relative subjective prior of the Bad/Poor state. The other reflects the curvature of the utility function. We find the estimates of subjective priors are consistent with overconfidence in the Rich/Good state of the world. We also show that individual differences between estimated Risk and VoI utility curvatures form clusters of social preferences similar to those found in our reduced form and nonparametric analyses. Finally, we find a similar range of curvature estimates, for both Risk and VoI tasks, as Choi et al. (2014) but greater estimates than Choi et al. (2007b) .
Subjective expected utility specification and estimation approach
We assume a DM's choices for a decision round with relative price q and expenditure z are governed by the solution of the constrained maximization problem arg max (x,y) αu(x) + u(y)
The parameter α is the ratio of her subjective priors of the Low and High state of the world, Pr(Low) /Pr(High).
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When α = 1, the DM has an objective prior in which two states are equally likely, and consequently, is an expected utility (EU) maximizer. When α = 1, the DM's prior differs from the objective one and she is a subjective expected utility (SEU) maximizer. For α > 1 she believes the low state is more likely and vice versa when α < 1. Note, a DM's subjective prior of the Bad/Poor state is α/(1 + α).
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We assume the utility function for the same DM is the commonly employed power utility function,
where i ∈ {Risk, VoI}. The parameter ρ i defines the concavity of the DM's problem specific utility function. For the Risk choice problem ρ Risk is a constant coefficient of relative risk aversion. In terms of empirical execution, the power function is not well-defined for boundary allocations (x i , y i ) = (0, z).
However, these choices might be realized when there is an unobserved noise component in the DM's choices. When evaluating these corner choices we replace 0 with a small number ωz, where ω = 0.001.
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Solving the maximization problem (1) yields the following equation characterizing the optimal commodity bundle choice,
The first case is the corner solution (x * i , y * i ) = (ωz, z); the second case is an interior solution and the last case is for a corner solution in which x * i = y * i . We use a dummy variable formulation to indicate whether a decision round j is either a Risk or VoI problem. With respect to the utility curvature parameter ρ we define,
The parameter ρ diff is the difference of the curvature between two utility functions: one recovered from the DM's VoI-self and the other from her Risk-self. With positive ρ diff , the DM is globally more equity preferring and a negative ρ diff implies efficiency-preferring.
We obtain estimates of the DM's utility parameters by minimizing the square sum of the distances between ln(x/y) and ln(x * /y * ), where the former vector is composed of her choices in eighty decision rounds and the latter from the corresponding optimal choices. Specifically, we solve the problem arg min
We estimate belief and curvature parameters by the nonlinear least square (NLLS) method using the Levenberg-Marquardt (Moré, 1978) algorithm.
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24 An alternative interpretation for α is a relative weight the DM attaches to a state with a less favorable outcome while attaining the objective probability over the two states. When α > 1, she over-weights the Low state due to disappointment aversion (or loss aversion if assuming equal allocations as reference points) as described in Gul (1991) , and vice versa when α < 1.
25 All following estimation results are robust to reasonable alternative choices of ω.
26 As with many optimization algorithms, this algorithm only guarantees the convergence upon local optima. Accordingly, we first run the OLS on the interior optimal condition to get reasonable starting parameters for the NLLS estimation. For subjects who choose few boundary allocations, the initial OLS estimation will be close to the region where the global optimum lies.
Individual level parametric estimation
We estimate structural models for 64 (70%) participants and exclude 28 participants. First, we omit 6 participants whose choices are not sufficiently consistent with utility maximization as indicated by CCEI values of less than 0.8 for either Risk or VoI treatment. Second, we exclude subjects who fail to make choices varying enough to ensure convergence. For instance, 6 participants chose at least 15 boundary allocations in which x = 0 in both VoI and Risk problems; 2 participants chose too many boundary allocations in which x = y; and 14 participants either frequently distributed fixed proportions or amounts to one asset/wealth component, regardless of the budget set.
We report a summary of estimation results in Table 5 .
27 By subject, we estimate both an expected utility, by restricting α = 1, and a subjective expected utility specification. For the expected utility estimations, we report summary statistics of the individual estimates of ρ Risk and ρ diff , and the calculated values of ρ VoI . For the subjective utility estimations we additionally report results on the individual estimates of α.
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We note several observations from Table 5 . First, for both EU and SEU, the mean of estimated utility curvatures is greater for Risk than VoI. The mean estimates of ρ Risk are 1.16 and 2.77 for EU and SEU respectively, and the corresponding mean estimates of ρ VoI are 1.61 and 3.81. Second, the variance of estimated curvatures is higher for the VoI than Risk choice problems -for both EU and SEU specifications. This is driven by the right tail of the distribution of ρ VoI estimates. The median, the twenty-fifth and the fifth quantiles are virtually the same for ρ Risk and ρ VoI and for higher quantiles we find ρ VoI exceeds ρ Risk . Third, for the SEU specification, 87.5% (56 out of 64 participants) of the estimated α's are smaller than one, reflecting optimism for the higher payoff. Since the EU specification is nested within SEU, we use a log-likelihood ratio test to evaluate the hypothesis a participant is an EU-maximizer against the alternative of a SEU-maximizer. For 42 out of 64 subjects, we reject EU model at the 5% level of significance.
Expected Utility (α = 1) Subjective Expected Utility (α > 0) Table 5 : Summary of NLLS estimation of individual level parameter estimates of ρ i and α. The quantile a is denoted as pa.
For both utility specifications, we evaluate whether a participant has the same preferences in the Risk and VoI choice problems by testing whether their estimated ρ diff is statistically different from zero. We present a visualization of the hypothesis tests results in the pair of stacked confidence interval plots presented in Figure 7 . Despite the lack of precision in many estimates, as demonstrated by the numerous wide 95% confidence intervals, we find more evidence supporting the same heterogeneity of 27 The formulation of the dummy variable for a Risk/VoI problem allows us to jointly estimate the DM's utility parameters for Risk-and VoI-selves. The joint estimation procedure implicitly assumes two error terms associated with Risk and VoI problems respectively follow the same distribution, which is reasonable under our experimental design of matched pairs of forty decision rounds. In unreported results, We have estimated utility parameters for Risk and VoI problems separately, and the resulting percentiles are identical to those reported in Table 5 . 28 In unreported results, we also estimated another version of the subjective expected utility model in which a DM's α can vary between the Risk and VoI problems. For 62 out of 64 participants, we cannot reject the null hypothesis of the same prior parameter at a 5% significance level.
social preferences found in earlier reduced form and non-parametric analyses. For the EU specification, 26 out of 64 subjects' ρ diff are significantly different from zero: sixteen larger and ten smaller than zero.
For the SEU specification, 20 out of 64 subjects' ρ diff are significantly different from zero: eleven larger and nine smaller than zero. Figure 7: The estimated curvature differences ρ diff based on (a) expected utility and (b) subjective expected utility model for each participant. We stack them from the lowest to the highest. Also notice that estimates from two subjects from each model are excluded because their values and confidence intervals are out of figures' ranges. The median ρ diff for all 64 subjects is 0.07 in EU and 0.11 in SEU model, and both are stacked at the top.
Comparison with other experiments
Next we report and compare structural estimates from the data of two previously considered induced budget set experiments preferences: CFGK and CKMS. 29 This meta-analysis is designed to identify how structural estimates can vary across subject pools and choice interfaces. To do this we censor or filter data in different ways to make the variety of choice sets comparable across studies. We start with "Full" data sets which are not censored, but for CFGK and CKMS we relabel the state-contingent assets so the cheaper one is the x good. Next, for CFGK and CKMS, we replace choices that violate first order stochastic dominance (FOSD) with the fully insured portfolio on the budget line.
We also consider "Price" adjusted data sets, including ours, by selecting decision rounds for which relative prices range between one and three. Then we consider simultaneously FOSD censored and price filtered "FOSD & Price" data. We estimate the EU and SEU specifications for each individual and report the quartiles of estimate in Table 6 .
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First, we find the curvature estimates from our experiment are much larger than those from CFGK but more comparable with those from CKMS. A closer examination of the estimate of the subjective prior parameter reveals that our participants are the most optimistic, CKMS's follow, and those in CFGK approximately assign equal probabilities for both states. As CFGK and CKMS share the same experimental protocols, the distinctions of both curvature and weight estimates may largely be attributed 29 We do not conduct structural estimates for the formally considered linear budget dictator experiments, AM and FKM, because participants knew the realized states and therefore the (subjective) expected utility framework is not applicable.
30 Note the constrained utility maximization problems for FOSD censored data sets are the same as in problem 1. For the full and the price only adjusted data sets, we cannot impose the second constraint as in problem 1 that the money allocated to y is higher than to x account. Hence the optimal conditions for demands of the two commodities are slightly different. Details can be found in Appendix C.
to the difference in subject pool: the former was conducted among US college student and the latter among a representative sample of the Dutch population.
How sensitive are the estimations to choice censoring, smaller price variation, and both? The corrections for first order stochastic dominance result in minimal changes in the curvature estimates of CFGK and CKMS but do increase the estimates of the subjective prior ratio of CKMS. Filtering for smaller relative prices has a differential impact across studies. In our study, estimates of ρ increase while those of α increase, both slightly. In CFGK ρ estimates increase but are almost unaffected in CKMS. In sum, both types of manipulation on choices affect the parametric estimation results to some degree, but they exhibit no unambiguous direction across three studies and furthermore, they do not abruptly alter the baseline magnitude of the estimates of each study.
Overall we find larger estimates for the curvature of power utility functions and smaller estimates of the subjective prior ratio between Low/High states than those from CFGK, but these estimates are more comparable with CKMS. These distinctions are more likely to be driven by different subjects pools rather than different experiment protocols.
Expected Utility (α = 1) Subjective Expected Utility (α > 0) Table 6 : Meta-comparison of structural estimates of EU and SEU specifications: Risk, VoI, CFGK (Choi et al., 2007a) and CKMS (Choi et al., 2014) .
Conclusion
In this paper, we construct an instrument to identify and decompose social preferences behind a VoI. In particular, we examine pairs of contingent claim portfolio and VoI income distribution problems with a common budget constraint. A fixed commodity bundle induces the same marginal distribution of a DM's wealth in both choice problems. This allows us to use a DM's chosen contingent claim portfolio as a benchmark to establish whether her wealth distribution choice reflects equity preferring, efficiency preferring, or socially agnostic social preferences. Our instrument consists of a set of forty linear budget sets for paired choice problems.
We applied this instrument in an experimental lab setting. Aggregate analysis suggests that there is no difference between behavior in the Risk and the VoI choice problems. However, our within-subject design allows us to demonstrate this is a fallacy. The analysis of intrapersonal differences points to clusters of social preference types. We establish the robustness of this conclusion using three empirical methodologies: reduced form statistical analysis, revealed preference analysis, and structural estimations of individual subjective utility functions. We found consistent classifications of individuals into groups exhibiting equity preferring, efficiency preferring, and social agnostic preferences.
Our results are informative to the heterogeneity of social preferences, with respect equity and efficiency, to the population of our sub-sample, but we caution extrapolating these conclusions to other populations.
We believe the intuitive interface and the structure of the data provided by our instrument lends itself well to more applied contexts. We intend to use it to measure the social and risk preferences of policymakers and beneficiaries in the developing world where the impacts of efficiency-equity trade-offs are acute. We also intend to use the instrument to measure risk and social preferences in organizational contexts where such information is key to develop effective contract designs. Finally, we are developing extensions to the instrument incorporating income mobility.
A Experimental Instructions
A.1 Instructions (Stage 1)
Preliminary Remarks
You are participating in an experiment investigating individual decision-making. Contingent on your decisions in this experiment, you can earn money in excess of your show-up fee of 10 RMB. Please pay careful attention to the instruction as a considerable amount of money is at stake. During the experiment, please turn off your cell phones, laptop computers and other communication equipment. Do not turn on any software on the desktop other than the experimental application. Please do not communicate with any of the other participants or look at their computer monitors. If you have questions anytime, please raise your hand and we will address it as soon as possible. If you do not obey these rules, we will ask you to leave without any payment.
Overview
In today's experiment, you are going to complete 80 decision periods. The 80 periods are broken into two stages of 40 periods eachStage 1 and Stage 2. There is a break of 10 minutes between two stages. At the end of the 80th period, only one decision period will be randomly selected as payment period. Therefore, your decision in each period might determine your final payoff. In today's experiment, there is a 50% chance you will receive a High Reward and a 50% chance you will receive a Low Reward. Whether you receive the High or Low reward will be determined only at the end of the experiment. Your decisions can't influence these probabilities; however, you can influence the amount of money associated with these rewards.
In a Stage 1 period, you will simply be asked to divide a pie of money between the High and Low Rewards. This division only affects the potential amount of money you will receive. Every other participant will make their own respective divisions, and whether you receive a High or Low reward has no bearing on what reward they receive. At the end of experiment, if the randomly selected period is in Stage 1, each subject will toss their own individual coin to determine whether they receive the High or Low Reward. Note that this determination will only be made if a Stage 1 period is selected All monetary amounts in the experiment are Yuan. At the end of the experiment, you will be paid privately. When we call your ID number, please come forward to the sign-in counter and receive your earnings in the experiment plus your show-up fee. We ensure you that your participation in the experiment, your name, ID number and any information about your payoffs are confidential.
How to make decisions?
In each period in Stage 1, you will be asked to choose your most preferred division of a pie of money between the High (indicated by red) and Low (indicated by blue) Rewards by moving a slider. Your may receive the money from either High Reward or Low Reward as your final payment.
Your division is restricted in that High Reward must be assigned at least 50% of the pie and Low Reward no more than 50%. It is important to note that, the pie size (total reward) is not fixed and grows as you allocate a higher percentage of the pie to High Reward. In different periods, the pie size and growth rate vary. You should also note that even in the same period, the rate that pie size grows is not the same for different divisions. For example, the following hypothetical table shows how pie size change differently for the same 5% increase of share for two different divisions. For a (44%, 56%) division, a 5% increase of the High Reward share increases the pie size by $8.97, and for the (21%, 79%) division the same 5% increase of the High Reward share increase the total pie size by $16. To understand the pie growth rate you need to check the pie size at various divisions each period. Figure 8 gives an example of what your computer screen may look like in one period. The top of the screen is a status bar showing current stage, current period and time elapsed in this screen. The left part is a pie indicating shares allocated to High (red) and Low (blue) Rewards. When you make your division choice, shares for High and Low in the pie will change accordingly, as will the pie size. The top of the right part is a 10 row table shows the current and the nearest divisions of the pie (Low% and High%), the amount of Low Reward and High Reward (Low$ and High$) and current pie size (Total$). The right bottom is the slider where you make decisions. The calibration of slider in this screen is 50% -100%, which means points on the slider are proportions for High Reward. You can make your decision by either dragging the green triangle along the slider to your most desired position or clicking "+" button at the two ends of the slider. Once you are satisfied with your division, click on the "Confirm and Leave" button. After that, you will leave the current period and won't be able to change your decision in this period. So please confirm your decision before clicking it. At the end of the experiment, the computer will randomly select one out of 80 periods for all subjects as Payment Period. Every period is equally likely to be chosen and the period selected is same for all subjects.
If the Payment Period belongs to Stage 1, the computer will randomly assign you either the High or Low Reward. Then your individual earnings will be determined according to the division you chose in the Payment Period. Figure 9 shows the screen you will see if the Payment Period belongs to Stage 1. The top of the screen shows the Payment Period and which stage it belongs to. After you click "Random Reward" button, the computer select the Reward Amount, displaying your Reward level and payoff. After that, a "Next" button will appear and you can click it to leave this screen. In the example shown in Figure 9 , the Payment Period is Period 1 and the reward is High, according to his division in Period 1 (18%, 82%), his payoff is $45.22.
Appendix A.2: Instructions (Stage 2)
Review In today's experiment, you are going to complete 80 decision periods, which are broken into two stagesStage 1 and Stage 2. At the end of the 80th period, only one decision period will be randomly selected as payment period. Your payment is a reward and there is a 50% chance you will receive a High Reward and a 50% chance you will receive a Low Reward. Whether you receive the High or Low reward will be determined only at the end of the experiment. Your decisions cant influence these probabilities; however, you can influence the amount of money associated with these rewards.
Overview
In a Stage 2 period, your task is still to divide a pie of money between High and Low Rewards. This stage is different because you will be matched with another participant in the experiment (called your counterpart), but we will not reveal who. Since you and your counterpart both make divisions of High and Low Reward, we only select one of two divisions to determine payoffs for the pair. There is a 50% chance your division will be carried out (and your counterparts' not) and 50% of chance your counterpart's division will be carried out (and yours not). This stage also differs in that one of you will receive the High Reward and the other the Low Reward. So there are two possibilities, each equally likely: (1) you receive the High Reward and you counterpart the Low Reward, and (2) you receive the Low Reward and your counterpart the High Reward. Again, note that the division selection and reward determination will only be made at the end of the experiment if a Stage 2 period is selected.
How to make decisions?
In each period in Stage 2, you will be asked to choose your most preferred division of a pie of money between the High (indicated by red) and Low (indicated by blue) Rewards by moving a slider. The allocation you choose may determine the payoff of yourself and your counterpart. If one of the pair receives High Reward, the other one will get Low Reward surely.
The interface you face is similar to that of Stage 1. The pie size (total reward) is not fixed and grows as you allocate a higher percentage of the pie to High Reward. In different periods, the pie size and growth rate also vary. Even in the same period, the rate that pie size grows is not the same for different divisions. You need to check the pie size at various divisions to understand the pie growth rate you each period.
How are earnings determined?
At the end of the experiment, the computer will randomly select one out of 80 periods for all subjects as Payment Period. Every period is equally likely to be chosen and the period selected is same for all subjects.
If the Payment Period belongs to Stage 2, the payment process will contain three parts. You will firstly be randomly paired with another participant. Then the computer will randomly select one of your two division choices to use to determine the money associated with the High and Low Reward amounts. Next, the computer will randomly assign the High and the Low Reward amounts to you and your counterpart. Figure 10 shows the screen you will see if the Payment Period belongs to Stage 2. The top of the screen shows the Payment Period and which stage it belongs to. After you click "Random Match" button, the computer will end the random match process and show both of your chosen divisions. After you click the "Division Selection" button, the computer will end the random process to select one of the divisions, and a red check will appear under the selected table. In the example shown in Figure 3 , your division will be carried out. It means one of you will receive $28.57 and the other one $42.86. After you click "Next" button on the right bottom of the screen, you will see a similar screen for random reward. When you click "Random Reward" button, you can see who was assigned the High Reward and who the Low Reward, as well as the corresponding payoffs. Table 8 lists type-group classifications for eight criteria differing in test types (paired t-test or paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test), confidence levels (95% or 90%) and hypothesis symmetries (two tail or one tail). With only 40 observations, one may have concerns that the empirical distributions of the reports t-tests have yet to approach their asymptotic distributions. Rather than testing for normality of the distribution of paired differences, which would establish the validity of the t-tests, we report classifications based upon the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test. We find this generates qualitatively similar clusters. But we note that the Wilcoxon signed-rank tests offers lower power and results in slightly larger socially agnostic clusters.
Notice that the results we reported in the Section 4 are robust to alternative type classification criteria. In unreported results, we ran the reduced form analyses for each of the three groups and for each of these type classification results from the Table 8 . we find the estimated demand functions are similar to those reported in Table 2 . Furthermore, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the demand functions for Risk problems are the same across these three groups.
B.2 Demand functions for uncensored CFGK and CKMS datasets
Notice the DM in CFGK and CKMS can choose allocations on the whole budget line, therefore, the optimization conditions are slightly different from those listed in subsection 6.2. With CRRA utility, we first similarly replace all boundary allocations of 0 with a small number such that the ratio between x W -test
t-test
Criteria CL = 95% CL = 90% CL = 95% CL = 90%
2 Tail  1 Tail  2 Tail  1 Tail  2 Tail  1 Tail  2 Tail  1 Tail   Equity  24  28  28  31  26  31  31  33  Agonistic  51  43  43  35  48  36  36  32  Efficiency  17  21  21  26  18  25  25  27 Note: This table provides the number of participants in each type based on eight classification criteria. and y is either ω or 1/ω. However, when there is no censoring constraint, the DM can choose boundary allocation (x, y) = (0, z) or (x, y) = (z/q, 0). For the first case, we replace 0 with ωz and for the second case, we replace 0 with ωz/q. Since ω is much smaller than q, this procedure will not affect the estimation. Solving the utility maximization problem yields the following optimization conditions:
ln ( where the first and third condition are derived from two corner solutions, one on the y-axis and the other on the x-axis; the second condition is similarly for the interior solution.
